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Disclaimer

Forward-looking statements

Some of the statements and information contained in this Presentation are forward-looking, including statements regarding the Company's plans with respect to
development of its properties, potential acquisitions and/or farm-outs, expected drilling results from the Company's properties, statements regarding sources of financing for
the Company and its development plans, and anticipated production results. Forward-looking statements include statements regarding the intent, belief and current
expectations of Iona or its officers with respect to various matters, including production, drilling activity or otherwise. When used in this Presentation, the words "expects,"
"believes," "anticipate," "plans," "may," "will," "should", "scheduled", "targeted", "estimated" and similar expressions, and the negatives thereof, are intended to identify
forward-looking statements. Such statements are not promises or guarantees, are based on various assumptions deemed to be reasonable by the Company's
management. Some of the key assumptions include: management's anticipated development timelines (which may be different from those contained in the Company's
independent reserves reports) and anticipated production profiles for the Company's properties. The production profiles from the Company's existing properties are based
upon the Company's independent reserves reports. Such profiles and estimates involve numerous assumptions and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties,
some of which are beyond the Company's control, and contribute to the possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will
prove inaccurate and which could cause actual results to differ from those anticipated.

The forward-looking statements in this Presentation are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual outcome to differ materially from those suggested by any
such statements, including without limitation: the risk that the Company's development plans and timelines change as a result of new information or events, the risk that
drilling results differ materially from management's current estimates, reliance on key personnel, general economic conditions, industry conditions, volatility of commodity
prices, currency fluctuations, environmental risks, the risk that future terms of anticipated financings are different from those disclosed herein, competition from other
industry participants, the risk that potential transactions identified herein do not close in a timely matter or at all, the lack of availability of qualified personnel or
management, and the ability to access additional sufficient capital for the Company to complete the business objectives described in this document. The information
contained in this Presentation may identify additional factors that could affect the operating results and performance of the Company.

This Presentation also contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, "FOFI") about anticipated financial benefits of certain
cost-cutting initiatives of the Company, including management team changes, plans to reduce capital expenditures and G&A, and anticipated benefits of hedging
arrangements, all of which are subject to the same assumptions, risk factors, limitations, and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. FOFI contained in this
Presentation was made as of the date of this document and was provided for the purpose of providing information about management's current expectations and plans
relating to the future. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward looking statements or FOFI contained in this Presentation, whether
as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required pursuant to applicable securities law. Readers are cautioned that the forward looking statements
and FOFI contained in this Presentation should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed herein. The forward looking statements and FOFI contained in
this Presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
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Disclaimer

Notes Regarding Oil and Gas Disclosure

BOEs may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A BOE conversion ratio of 6 Mcf: 1 bbl is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable
at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Given the value ratio based on the current price of crude oil as compared to natural gas is
significantly different from the energy equivalency of 6 Mcf: 1 bbl, utilizing a conversion ratio at 6 Mcf: 1 bbl may be misleading as an indication of value.

“GCA 2013” refers to estimates of Gaffney, Cline & Associates Ltd., the Company’s independent reserves evaluators, as at December 31, 2013.

In this presentation, certain information has been provided with respect to reserves for other companies with oil and gas properties in the Ninian-Columba Terrace area of
the U.K. North Sea which is "analogous information" as defined applicable securities laws. This analogous information is derived from publicly available information sources.
Such information may not have been prepared by qualified reserves evaluators or auditors and the preparation of any estimates may not be in strict accordance with
Canadian Oil & Gas Evaluation Handbook. Estimates by engineering and geotechnical practitioners may vary and the differences may be significant. The Company
believes that the provision of this analogous information is relevant to the Company's activities, given its positions and operations (either ongoing or planned) in the Ninian
area, however, readers are cautioned that there is no certainty that any of the developments on the Company's properties will be successful to the extent in which
operations on the lands in which the analogous resources information is derived from were successful, or at all.
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Macro Environment: Brent Oil Price

Oil prices have declined rapidly…

Source: Bloomberg
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Brent Analyst Consensus Forward Curve

Macro Environment: Brent Oil Price – various forecasts of recovery

…many forecasts suggest some recovery in near term

Source: Bloomberg (Brent), Camarco (analyst consensus), Macquarie (forward curve)
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Iona specific: oil price not the initial driver for change

Management interventions would have happened anyway

Source: Bloomberg
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Macro Environment: Equity Market Performance

Share prices for North Sea peer group coming under significant pressure: 

Iona amongst worst effected driven by over levered position

Note: Performance since January 1, 2014 (to January 28, 2015)
Source: Bloomberg
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Macro Environment: cost of capital increasing

Credit markets also impacted – cost of high yield debt increasing for E&P issuers 
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• Access to capital has become more difficult and expensive

• Cost reduction is critical to ensure scarce cash is only spent on the core, value adding items

• Hedging as a tool to underpin revenue line is vital

• Stable, predictable production at Huntington is key to delivering cashflow

• Delivery of Orlando project will increase cashflow and broaden long term funding options

• A key challenge is how to deliver growth whilst balancing debt position and equity

Iona Specific – conclusions for the company

Management focus and initiatives are driven by these points
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Iona Energy Inc - Status at September 2014

• High exposure to a series of capital intensive developments

– Orlando & Kells (75% working interest)

– West Wick (58.75% working interest)

– Ronan & Oran (100% working interest)

– Trent & Tyne acquisition & follow on investment (previous plan to move to 100% working 

interest)

• Insufficient resources (human and capital) to advance all of these opportunities

• Huntington, the main source of cashflow, has sustained operational difficulties

• Orlando project uncertain route to delivery with no offtake arrangements in place

• Capital structure dominated by US$275 million high yield bond

Board elected to install a new team in September 2014 to address a range of challenges
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• Iain McKendrick, Executive Chairman

– Former CEO of Ithaca Energy Inc with previous commercial 

and management experience with Total SA and Wood Group

• Tom Reynolds, CEO

– Former CEO of Bridge Energy ASA with 24 years experience 

in the energy sector within Total SA, BP plc, 3i plc and BNFL

• Robert Gair, CFO

– Highly experienced in M&A and capital raising in the energy 

sector oil & gas companies and investment banking

• James Lund, Head of Operations & Developments

– 18 years experience in senior production management and 

development management. Previously experience in Coflexip

Stena Offshore (now Technip), ExxonMobil and most 

recently at Ithaca Energy 

• Gregor Maxwell, Head of Business Development

– 18 years of industry experience covering both technical and 

senior managerial roles in the North Sea and internationally. 

Previously, he held roles with Apache North Sea, 

Rocksource ASA, and Chevron

• Kevin Holley, Corporate Controller

– 25 years of experience with extensive knowledge of public 

accounting practices in audit and taxation. Previously Group 

Financial Controller for Parkmead Group plc prior to joining 

Iona

Solid Foundation  - Management team renewal

Management team 

reduced in both 

number & cost
U

S
D

 ‘
0
0

0

New team is highly experienced with demonstrated track record of creating shareholder value in 

the North Sea environment in both good & challenging times
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• Minimum spend on non-core assets

– Minimised spend on Kells & West Wick for time being

– Ronan & Oran appraisal re-tasked to accelerate time to 

development

• Orlando project export secured

– Offtake agreements executed on 4 October 2014

– Delivers clarity on time to first oil and injects momentum 

into project

• Trent & Tyne acquisition not proceeding

Clear progress  - re-focussed activity on core assets
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$6.6 million spend on 

non-core assets already 

avoided 

New management team has re-focused corporate priorities and reduced costs
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• G&A cost reductions

– Sub-leasing office space (first tenant agreed), further space 

being marketed

– Key cost areas of travel, support managed aggressively

• Orlando project team cost reduction

– All contractor costs reduced and further reductions being 

sought

– Team size reduced to 14

– Expected to deliver c. £2 million saving on project 

management costs

• Oil price floor of $80/bbl through 2015 

– 350,000 barrels hedged for 2015 under a “costless collar” 

with floor at $80/bbl and ceiling at $92.75/bbl

Strict focus on cash & cost reduction
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Active steps to reduce G&A and other costs while securing pricing floor

(1) Mark-to-market based on valuation at January 2, 2015

(1)
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Huntington – pursuing stable, predictable production

(1) 0.75% Disproportionate Lifting Entitlement (“DLE”), 1.8% royalty.
(2) Includes 0.75% DLE, but excludes 1.8% royalty
(3) Central Area Transmission System

Huntington - Licence P.1114 CNS, Block 22/14b

Iona working interest 15% (+ 2.55% DLE and royalty) (1)

Partners E.ON (25%, op.), Premier (40%), Noreco (20%)

2P reserves 
(GCA 2013)

Gross

Net Iona(2)

29.2 MMboe; 25.5 MMbbl oil, 21.9 Bcf gas

4.6 MMboe; 4.1 MMbbl oil, 2.6 Bcf gas

• Producing oil field located in the Central North Sea

– Located in 90m water depth 230 kilometers east of Aberdeen

– Developed with a leased stand alone FPSO (Voyageur Spirit)

• Operating efficiency historically undermined by a number of factors

– Gas offtake restrictions in BP CATS (3) pipeline impact on oil rate

– Topside processing facilities interruptions

– Tanker offloading disrupted in certain sea conditions

• CATS restrictions 

– Informed by CATS operator BP of reduced gas export from 1 October 

– Huntington production reduced to approximately 2,500boe/d (net Iona) until 18 
October

– On 18 October, Huntington was shut down until end of planned CATS shutdown

– Leak on CATS Riser Platform prevented restart on 5 December 

– Repair efforts on CATS Riser Platform continue. Estimated full restart end 
February

– Huntington currently producing at restricted rate (c. 6,000 bbl/d gross)
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Huntington – CATS Pipeline issues

• Huntington exports rich gas into CATS and requires dry gas from sources upstream to blend

• Dry gas upstream of Huntington exports via CATS Riser platform (excluding Andrew but it is used to blend Kinnoull gas) 
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Huntington – Mitigating Actions

Chiller / 

Condenser

Gas 

disposal

• Able to remove liquids from the gas stream and therefore 

export gas into CATS

• Feasibility completed by the operator and FEED studies 

underway. Estimated costs £3-5 million (gross).

• If proceed, then expected to be completed in H2 2015

• Would provide full protection against blending gas 

challenges

• Inject gas into the water injection wells as disposal 

mechanism when CATS unavailable

• Needs to be trialled and for HSE purposes need to have 

CATS available at the time of trial should gas re-injection not 

be successful

• Trial planned for when CATS resumes normal service

Two alternatives to mitigate against blending gas shortages are being worked
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ORLANDO FIELD
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• Orlando project costs to go reduced from 

US$228 million to US$215 million (gross)

• Contracting environment for key installation 

assets softening

– Semi-sub rig rates for 2016 reduced 

substantially

– Subsea installation market also softening for 

2016 delivery

– This coincides with Orlando installation 

window so scope to reset cost levels on 

significant elements of project scope

• Deferral of costs into 2016

– Intention is to defer capital from 2015 into 

2016 to allow greater cash flexibility in 2015

Managing Orlando development capex 

Project cost reduction of US$13 million

identified so far – further work

to be done
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Absolute cost reduction achieved as well as deferral of costs into 2016
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• Orlando – Iona interest is 75%

– Seeking industry partner to take 25% interest

– Asset attractive (low opex, high returns) but 

farm-out market is challenging

• Greater Ninian Area Satellites (Ronan & 

Oran – Iona interest is 100%)

– Emphasis to shift from adding volume to 

testing reservoir

– Identifying a partner to work on appraisal plan

– Seeking a carried interest on appraisal well

• Scale of benefit to Iona is the avoidance of 

capex

– Forward Orlando capex avoided c. $54m

– R&O appraisal well capex c.$40m (gross)

Introduce partner to Greater Ninian area
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Secure future of key development assets through farm-out
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• Low oil price environment will reduce cashflow which raises risk of potential 

covenant breach within next 12 months

• Proactive engagement with bondholders initiated by management team to protect 

value for all stakeholders

• Objective is to create sufficient time and space to allow the following:

– Deliver first oil from Orlando by end 2016

– Identify and execute on production acquisitions to utilise the c. $350 million historic tax 

pools

– Refinance bond debt with lower cost Reserve Base Lending facility

• These goals are aspirational however the intention is to create a long term fix for 

the balance sheet

Fixing the capital structure  - engagement with bondholders
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• Strong management team targeting a clear, funded route to 5,000 - 6,000 

boe/day(1)

Solid foundation secured, key workstreams ongoing

Add value by re-shaping business, shedding assets & creating focus

(1) Orlando first year production average production 4,250 bopd (net to 50% working interest post farm-out) plus Huntington and Trent & Tyne

• Hedging in place at US$80/bbl through 2015 Delivered

• Reduced G&A costs to maximise cash Delivered

• Orlando development Capex reduction Part delivered

• A long term solution for existing debt Ongoing

• New partner introduced on Orlando & Ronan/Oran Ongoing

• Value adding path for other Greater Ninian Area Satellites Ongoing
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• Once the business foundation is secured through actions described previously, production 

acquisitions can be added

• Iona holds historic tax pool of c. US$350 million which is not being consumed with current 

production levels

– Post tax value c. US$210 million (based on current 60% marginal tax rate)

• As a result of tax shelter and reasonable levels of acquisition debt, which provides leverage, 

Iona can effectively release the value of the tax pool into cash flow

• Additional production will diversify sources of cash flow and allow the company to access a 

Reserve Base Lending facility, reducing interest costs

Growth – acquisition of producing assets

M&A led strategy will optimise tax pool and support debt refinancing
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• Additional production will diversify sources of cash flow and allow the company to 

access a Reserve Base Lending facility, reducing interest costs

• Existing high yield bond

– Current interest cost is 9.5% against $275 million principal – ($26.1 million per 

annum)

– Amortisation schedule is linear, lumpy and inflexible

– No current provision for the facility to be rescaled or extended to support value 

adding acquisitions

• RBL facility

– Refinancing the bond with RBL will access debt capital at an equivalent cost of c. 

4.5% - ($12.4 million per annum)

– Amortisation schedule is directly linked to aggregate production profile, no 

mismatch between production and payment

– RBL can be structured with “accordion” element which allows expansion to support 

acquisitions

Refinance bond debt, reducing cost of capital

Refinancing the bond likely to create financial flexibility to mature other assets
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• Undeveloped Brent age terraces 

to south of Ninian Field Complex

• Oil discoveries in three wells

• Combined structural and 

stratigraphic trap

• No water in any of the three E&A 

wells

– All “Oil Down To” (ODT)

• Possible spill point 260’ below 

deepest ODT

• Substantial oil in place

• South of existing production

– Columba Terraces 

containing c. 100 mmboe

reserve

• Appraisal objectives

– Reservoir thickness & 

deliverability

– Fluid characterization

– OWC location

How to keep growing  - Ronan & Oran appraisal

3/8-c-12

Columba

Ronan

Reservoir Eroded

Ossian

Top Brent Depth map m TVDss

Attractive appraisal opportunity with significant in-place volumes: key is reservoir quality

OWC 12600 ft
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Reservoir

• Lower Brent Formation reservoir;  moderate – poor reservoir quality;  increasing thickness into the basin (NW)
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Ronan and Oran – schematic cross section

Triassic Shales

Cretaceous Shales

Ronan Oran Ossian Columba

ODT

Spill OWC

OWC

Appraisal

Significant value potential in appraising reservoir quality
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Value turnaround – building value on solid foundation
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Successful completion of strategic goals can create significant short term shareholder value

Actions completed and 

foundation stabilised

Five core focus areas to grow value 

for all stakeholders
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• Having fixed the base the Company is well placed to benefit as Orlando and 

acquisitions deliver additional production in a strengthening oil price environment

• The macro environment and the company’s debt burden poses challenges

• Vision continues to be to construct a UK focused, production business of scale

– Production of greater than 25,000 boe/d

– Efficient cost base and corporate and asset levels

– Efficient, appropriately leveraged balance sheet

– Capable of paying a sustainable dividend offering investors value from yield as well as 

capital growth

The future – Production, Scale, Yield

Secure

base

Deliver

Orlando

Acquire

Production

Refinance

Bond

Clearly defined strategy to create a business of scale capable of paying a sustainable dividend
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APPENDIX
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Portfolio Summary

• Huntington (17.55% WI)

– 2,583 boe/d production (Q3 2014)

– Non-operated, oil and gas producing asset 

– Key source of cash flow for re-investment

• Orlando (75.0% WI)

– Operated oil development project - organic future growth

– First production in late 2016

• Ronan & Oran (100% WI, Operator)

– Predevelopment oil discovery

• West Wick (58.75% WI, Operator)

– Predevelopment oil discovery

• Trent & Tyne (20% WI)

– 153 boe/d production (Q3 2014)

– Non-operated, gas producing asset 

• Cash at Sep 30, 2014 of $96.7 million

Iona is a pure play UK North Sea focused production and development company
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Top Reservoir Map – 3D
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